Abstract-After analyzing the characteristics of Immunity Intrusion Detection System, by utilizing prominent characteristics of genetic algorithm and vaccine mechanism, a new hybird immunity intrusion detection model based on genetic algorithm and vaccine mechanism was established. The modeling process is described in detail, such as feature extraction of vaccine, genetic operates to memory detectors and the improvement for detection method. Via application vaccine mechanism into intrusion detection system, the new model has the function of misuse detection and anomaly detection simultaneously. In order to improve the detection matching efficiency, we also present a novel matching algorithm RBNDM. Finally, we evaluated our model using the KDD Cup 1999 Data set. The experiments show that this model can increase the true positive rate of the IDS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, the principles of immunology have been adopted by the Evolutionary Computation community, resulting in the development of a new paradigm known as artificial immune systems (AIS) [1] . AIS have been applied to a wide range of problems, including computer network intrusion detection. A Classical Immunity Intrusion Detection System (IDS) tries to mimic the natural immune system by evolving a population of anomaly detectors that are capable of classifying the network traffic as normal (self) or abnormal (non-self) [2] . So the Immunity IDS has been studied by many people. In [3] , the authors demonstrate how artificial immune systems use their ability to adapt to continuously changing environments. In [4] , the article introduces the detector generation algorithm for artificial immune system, and divides the detector generation algorithm into three main processes, including gene library, negative selection and clone selection.
However, we know that classical Immunity IDS belongs to anomaly detection system, the immature detectors of classical Immunity IDS are generated randomly, and the time for training mature detectors is too long [5] . So the detector generation efficiency of classical Immunity IDS is lower, and the true positive rate of intrusion detection is lower too.
In this paper, a new method based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) and vaccine mechanism has been used for intrusion detection. By using this new method, we can improve the generating efficiency of candidate detectors and reduce the false positive rate of classical Immunity IDS. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section we provide a general overview on GA and vaccine theory. In Section III we propose an immunity intrusion detection model based on GA and vaccine mechanism. Section IV introduces the key technology and algorithm of the new model. A new R-continuous bits matching rule based on BNDM is described in Section V. In Section VI we do the experiment and make a discussion of the results. The paper conclusion is in Section VII.
II. OVERVIEW OF GENETIC ALGORITHM AND VACCINE MECHANISM

A. overview of Genetic Algorithm
GA is an efficient search method based on principles of natural selection and population genetics [6] . It is being successfully applied to problems in business, engineering and science. GA uses randomized operators operating over a population of candidate to generate new points in the search space.
GA uses three operators [7] : selection, crossover and mutation. The selection operator identifies the fittest individuals of the current population to serve as parents of the next generation. The primary exploration mechanism for GA is crossover. This operator randomly chooses a pair of individuals among those previous selected to breed and exchanges substrings between them. The mutation operator's main function is to restore diversity that may be lost from the repeated application of selection and crossover. This operator takes one string from the population and randomly alters some value within it. As a new algorithm of global optimize search, GA has application in many regions.
The main research of this article is the application of GA to the process of detector generating. Via implement genetic operator to memory detectors, the quality of the detector generating will be enhanced, and the efficient of detection will be improved. This method can fetch up the limitation of the random detector generating algorithm.
B. overview of vaccine mechanism
As we all know, some diseases humans cannot resist depends on peoples self immunity system, such as variola and infantile paralysis. Then people need vaccination to strengthen immunity system and prevent disease. The vaccine can supply numbers of innocuous antigens for immunity system, when the immunity system discovered antigen similar with these antigens, the immunity system will be able to produce an immune response for this kinds antigens, and create antibody to resist antigens.
Immunity system has an special memory function, if the system expose to some bacteria or virus specifically, the system can has immunity ability to these bacteria or virus last many years even lifetime [8] . So when immunity system encounters similar kinds of diseases, the system can produce an immune response quickly.
The research of this article regards known intrusion types as known diseases, and then makes feature extraction for known intrusion types to generate vaccines, and application vaccines to detectors for intrusion detecting.
III. IMMUNITY INTRUSION DETECTION MODEL USING GA AND VACCINE MECHANISM
A. The Classical Immunity Detection Model
The work flow of Classical Immunity Detection Model (CIDM) is show in Fig.1 . This CIDM defines 'self' by building the normal behaviour patterns of a monitored system. Initially, it generates a number of random patterns; these patterns are exposed to self pattern for negative selection. If any randomly generated pattern matches a self pattern, this pattern fails to become a detector and thus it is removed. Otherwise, it becomes a 'detector' pattern and monitors subsequent profiled patterns of the system. During the intrusion detecting stage, if a 'detector' pattern matches any newly profiled pattern, it is then considered that new intrusion action must have occurred in the monitored system [9] . This negative selection algorithm enables CIDM to detect novel attacks. And can adapt to dynamically changing environments.
However, this model also has many disadvantages.
One disadvantage is the CIDM cannot adapt the demand of real-time detection system [10] . Because of the detectors of AIS-based IDS are generated randomly, the efficiency of detector generation is lower, and the time for training mature detectors is too long. So the CIDM cannot adapt the demand of real-time detection system. Another advantage is that the CIDM lack human-robot interactivity ability [11] . System administrator cannot change the form of detectors set when the exterior environment has changed. For example, when the system administrator known a new types of intrusion action by other approach, and our system has not discover this types of intrusion action, how to add this new intrusion action into our detection set, and make our system warning when encountered this intrusion action, however, the CIDM do not consider this situation.
B. The Architecture of IIDMGV
In order to solve the problems of CIDM, and elevate the true positive rate of CIDM, we establish a novel Immunity Intrusion Detection Model using GA and Vaccine mechanism (IIDMGV). This model regards known intrusion types as known diseases, then make feature extraction for known intrusion types to generate vaccines, and application vaccines to detectors for intrusion detecting [12] . So the IIDMGV can have the function of misuse detection and anomaly detection simultaneously. The improved function of IIDMGV is described as follows:
1) The generating method for detectors generating is improved. We use two ways to generate detector set. One way is the classic method that generating immature detectors set randomly, another way is application GA in memory detectors to generate immature detectors set, this method repairs the limitation of the random detector generating algorithm, make the IDS has a strong detection ability of known viruses and attacks, shorten the training time of IIDMGV. We defined detectors sets generated by these two ways as immune detectors set.
2) Introduce vaccine detectors set. The process of vaccine detectors set generating is shown in Fig.2 . After feature extraction and redundancy deletion for known attack actions, the immature vaccine detectors is generated, then via negative selection, Immature vaccine detectors that have survived the negative selection become mature vaccine detectors, thus, these detectors can use for intrusion detection. We defined detectors set generated by vaccine as vaccine detectors set.
The IIDMGV is no longer an isolation system, when the Vaccine mechanism is join in it. This model can receive new detectors from other IDS to improve itself detection efficiency. This model also combines the function of misuse detection and anomaly detection. Fig.3 shows the architecture of IIDMGV. 
A. Basic Definition
Let U denote the finite set of binary character string which length is m, it has two subsets: self set and nonself set. Where S∪N=U, S∩N=Φ. The process of detecting intrusion actions like classify binary character string I (I∈U), using method to distinguish I is belong to self set or nonself set. We defined detector set as P: P= {p 1 
B. Vaccine Detector Set Generating
In order to generate vaccine detector set, we need to do feature extraction and redundancy deletion for known attack actions. The feature extraction operator is defined as f e ∈ F; F= {0, 1, *} l (l∈N, l>0) , and the length is l. We set fe k denotes the k-th bin of f e . Let a 1 , a 2 … a s denote the known attack actions set, then the feature extraction equation is:
Where α=0.8, β=0.2 [13] . By observation, it can be saw that the feature extraction is to find out the common feature bin. The bin which not equals * is the common choiceness feature bin. After feature extraction, we do vaccination to generate new vaccine, Let V a denote vaccine set, and defined known intrusion set as: a 1 , a 2 …a s , the vaccine generating equation is:
From (3), we can describe the characters of vaccine detectors set as follows:
1) Via feature extraction for intrusion actions, reduces the redundancy of vaccine set, by this way the detection time will be shorten, and the detection efficiency will be improved largely.
2) The vaccine reserve the common choiceness feature bin of known intrusion set, make sure that these types of attack events will be discovered quickly.
C. Improved GA in Candidate Detectors Generating 1) Coding rule
The evolution mechanism of GA is based on data coding, the search ability and population diversity of GA will be different because of data coding rule. We often use two kinds of coding rule [6] : binary coding and floating point numbers coding. In this article we choose binary coding for its stronger search ability.
As a controls parameter of GA, the size of original population (N) can affect the arithmetic astringency [7] . If the population size is too large, the time for arithmetic convergence will be longer; but if the population size is too small, it will be difficult to find the best result. In this article, the size of original population (N) is between 30 and 100.
2) Fitness function
In the process of evolution research, the fitness of an individual is estimated only by fitness function. The individual which has better fitness has high probability to become parents. The detection efficiency of the detector is also determined by fitness function. So a fitness function must be devised for each problem to be solved. In this article, individual fitness can confirm by true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR).
true positive rate = the number of intrusion event which be detected / the number of total intrusion event； false positive rate = the number of normal event which be detected / the number of total normal event。 Set D as the detector set, x i is an individual of the set,
Define the individual detection value f(x i ):
Where f(x i ) is the individual detection value, the individual which has higher true positive rate can has a higher detection value. The range of detection value is [-1, 1] ( ). Considering that detector set D has lots of individual, the individual which can become into parents its detection value must higher than the average value of set. Therefore, we computed the average value of set firstly, then use this number subtracted from individual detection value, this formula we finally have is fitness function of the article. Because of the value of fitness function must be non-negative, so we add a number to the function, make sure the value of fitness function is non-negative.
Where F(x i ) is the fitness function. The value of the function is higher shows that the number of vulnerabilities the individual covers is more. So this individual can be selected as parents.
3) Improved Genetic Operator
The selection operator identifies the fittest individuals of the current population to serve as parents of the next generation. The selection mechanism can take many forms, but it always ensures that the best individuals have a higher probability to be selected to reproduce the new generation. In this article, we select the individuals which have higher fitness.
For any x i ∈D, the fitness of x i is F(x i ), so the selection probability of x i is:
is the sum of the fitness function value in the dataset D. From (6), we can see that the value of P(x i ) is higher shows that the individual has more probability to be selected as parents.
After selecting the originality cluster, we need setting crossover probability Pc and mutation probability Pm, then using genetic operate to generate new CDs.
The primary exploration mechanism for GA is crossover operator. This operator randomly chooses a pairs individuals among those previously selected to breed and exchange substrings between them. The exchange occurs around randomly selected crossing points. Binary crossover has three main forms: single-point crossover; multiple-point crossover and uniform crossover. In this article we use three-point crossover. The main function of mutation operator is to restore diversity that may lose from the repeated application of selection and crossover. This operator takes one string from the population and randomly alters some value within it. Following nature's example, the probability of applying the mutation operator is very low compared to the probability of applying the crossover operator.
D. Improved Intrusion detecting method
The detectors set of IIDMGV have three subsets: immune detectors sets, vaccine detectors sets and memory detectors sets. The testing data which is matched by immune detectors cannot be considered as intrusion action, unless it also received coordinated response. However, the testing data which is matched by vaccine detectors or memory detectors can be considered as intrusion action, and do not need coordinated response. So the detecting steps of IIDMGV can be described in Fig.4 . Fig.4 shows that when the model reached steady state, the form of vaccine detectors set and memory detectors set will be perfect, and most intrusion data can be detected by them without coordinated response, so the detection efficiency of IIDMGV is improved and hte time consuming of detection is reduced.
V. PATTERN MATCHING ALGORITHMS
String matching is a very important part in intrusion detecting based on Artificial Immune System, r-continuous bits matching rule is the primary matching rule in present study. However, the time consuming of the algorithm with r-continuous bits matching rule has an exponent rise with the increase of r. with the increase of r, the system will be affected greatly and the performance of system will becomes lower. In order to resolve this problem, we present a new R-continuous bits matching rule based on Backward Nondeterministic DAWG Matching algorithm (RBNDM).
A. Backward Nondeterministic DAWG Matching (BNDM)
We use the following notations. Let a pattern P = p 1 p 2 . . . p m and a text T = t 1 t 2 . . . t n be two strings over a finite alphabet Σ. The task of string matching is to find all occurrences of P in T .
The BNDM algorithm uses a table B which, for each character a, stores a bit mask expressing its locations in the pattern. The search state is kept in a word d=d m-1 ... The longuest prefix matched gives the shift to the next position. The basic version of BNDM works for patterns which are not longer than the machine word size [15, 16] .
B. RBNDM
We have known that the BNDM has better matching performance, and time consuming is not large. But the theory basic of BNDM is that the all bits of pattern must match with the text continuously, however, r-continuous bits matching rule only needs r-continuous bits of pattern matching with the text. So when use BNDM for r-continuous bits matching, we need do some improvement to BNDM. The pseudocode of RBNDM is shown as below.
The RBNDM algorithms also use the bit mask table B and state vector D of BNDM, we set matching threshold is r, for each pattern P, the process of string matching can be described as follow:
We first align the right ends of the pattern and the position r of the text. Then compute D form right to left, this specific work is called an attempt. In each attempt, if D ≠ 0 m and j=0, then report an occurrence at pos + 1, in other cases, shift the window to the right and the shift distance is j+1. In RBNDM algorithm, the maximal shift distance of RBNDM is r.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Data preprocess for experiment dataset
The test dataset we selected is from KDD Cup 1999 Data, the dataset was obtained from MIT Lincoln laboratory 1998 DARPA Intrusion Detection Evaluation Dataset. This database contains a standard set of data to be audited, which includes a wide variety of intrusions simulated in a military network environment [17] . The records from KDD Cup 1999 has 41 features, but only 31 features can representation the variety of various records, such as: duration-the connection lasting time; protocol-type, e.g. tcp, udp etc; service-target network service, e.g. http, telnet etc [18] . Due to the data features of KDD is too large, and some features are not very important for intrusion detecting. Therefore, we can select the features which the value will be changed distinctly when being attacked as intrusion info. After analysis the 31 data features, and based on the work by [13] , we select 12 features to use for intrusion detection, these features are fall into three categories, and the features we selected are shown in Table I . 
Where x ∈ [x min , x max ], from (7), we can see that f(x) ∈ [0, 1]. We keep two decimal places for f(x), and transform it into binary code which length is 8. Finally, each record we selected will be transform into binary code which length is 72.
B. Experiment and Analysis
We set the size of self population N=4000, testing population T=3000, vaccine population V a =200, matching threshold r=10, probability of crossover P c =0.8, probability of mutation P m =0.1. The alternate time for testing is 5000. After setting the experimentation parameter, make use of WEKA software to do data experimentation. In the article, In order to show the better performance of IIDMGV, we compared the performance between CIDM and IIDMGV, and the experimentation parameters of two models are setting the same. The results for these two models are show in Table  II . As seen from Table, the performance of IIDMGV is better than CIDM. This is because two mainly factors: (a). Application GA operates to CDs generating process. Via this way the quality of the detector generating is enhanced, and the detection efficient is also improved; (b). Introduce Vaccine mechanism into intrusion detecting. This method make the form of IIDMGV detectors much more perfect, and because of this method the model have the function of misuse detection and anomaly detection simultaneously. Because of introduces these two innovative methods, the IIDMGV has better self-adapt ability, and make the model has strong detection ability of viruses and attacks which has been discovered From the Table we also see that the model has better detection effect for DoS, this is because the proportion of DoS detectors in vaccine is larger. In this way we can improve the detection effect for some kind's intrusion types purposefully, by control the proportion of these intrusion types in vaccine. Via application Vaccine mechanism to the model, the human-robot interactivity of model is strengthened obviously. In order to know the relationship between the number of iterations time and the performance of IIDMGV, we set different number of alternate time to see the change of IIDMGV performance. We displayed the result in Fig.5 . The result shows that when the number of iterations time increase, the detection performance is better relatively. And along with the iterations time increasing, the IIDMGV reach the stabilization state faster than CIDM, this means the detection algorithm of IIDMGV has better convergence.
VII. CONCLUSION
Because of the diversification of intrusion actions, a traditional immunity intrusion system, based on anomaly detection theory, cannot detect attacks with higher efficiency. A new developing direction of intrusion detection technology-hybrid intrusion detection technology has been researched by more and more people.
The article puts forward a novel immunity intrusion detection model using genetic algorithm and vaccine mechanism. Via application GA and a vaccine mechanism into intrusion detection system, change the generating mechanism of mature detectors and improve the composing of detectors population, the IIDMGV have the function of misuse detection and anomaly detection simultaneously. Finally, we implement experiment for the new model, and the experiments show this model is efficient, and can be used in practice to monitor the computer system in real time. In future research, how to optimize the detector set size and reduce the false positive rate will be paid more attention.
